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What do we know about this?

In 14 years, Revolution Prep has:

• Worked with over 1,000,000 students
• Trained over 10,000 teachers
• Helped students around the world achieve 

things they didn’t think were possible
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What we’re about to cover

• Why these tests matter

• How to help your child succeed

• What is your role, and what is your child’s role



1) Identify your child’s college goals and get a sense for the 
scores they need.



96% : Grades in college prep courses
91% : Grades in all courses
89% : Scores on college admissions tests
88% : Strength of curriculum

62% : Application essay
59% : Letters of recommendation
48% : Extracurricular activities
38% : AP/IB test scores

What do admissions officers consider?



Not all factors are created equal!

Transcript

Test Scores

Everything 
Else



1) Google search “uc berkeley student 
score profile”

2) Look for interquartile scores on the SAT 
and ACT:

Find out what scores your child will need



2) Determine your child’s current testing level.



Have your child take a full-length practice test.



3) There will be obstacles on the path –
plan for them.



“Everyone has a plan 
‘till they get punched 

in the mouth.”
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WOOP
Wish, PlanOutcome, Obstacles,



4) Don’t let your child’s current level of 
ability be an obstacle.



With a Growth Mindset…

… ability and intelligence can 
increase and improve.



5) The SAT and ACT aren’t like the tests your child is used 
to… but they can be studied for.

Length

Typical HS Test

Content 

Covere

d

SAT / ACT

~ 1-2 hours

~ 4 hours

Up to 9 months

Up to 9 years



Comparing the SAT and ACT

SAT ACT
3 hours, 50 minutes 3 hours, 35 minutes

Total Score : 400 – 1600 Total Score : 1 – 36

Two Sections : Math and Evidence-Based 
Reading and Writing

Four Sections : English, Math, 
Reading and Science

Calculator allowed for 2/3 of Math 
section

Calculator allowed for entire Math 
section

Math focuses heavily on Algebra, and 
Data Analysis

Math covers broad range of topics from 
Pre-Algebra to Trigonometry

Essay “optional” Essay “optional”

Questions make some use of 
misdirection / traps

Questions are more straightforward



The Test Zone

• The SAT & ACT are designed to 
be long, distracting, and boring

• Getting in the Test Zone means 
taking complete control of 
yourself and the exam

• Surroundings, state of mind, 
physical state



Pacing on the SAT & ACT

• Students often struggle with 
pacing

• Don’t rush to answer every 
question

• Don’t worry about timing for 
each question



6) Success on the SAT/ACT comes less 
from tricks and tips and more from 
honing core academic skills 
and critical thinking.





The power of your two-track mind



Mathematics

• Concept mastery 

• Identify, Setup, Make sure & Execute



Passage I

Measles is an extremely contagious viral infection spread 
by the respiratory route. Figure 1 shows the course of 
measles from time of exposure to recovery from the 
infection.

After recovery from measles, the infected individual 
develops immunity or resistance to re-infection. Figure 
1 shows the development of immunity indicated by the 
antibody level.

• Not a science test!

• Interpret this graph

ACT Science



SAT ACT

Choosing between the SAT & ACT



How not to choose between the tests



7) Find out if your student needs to worry about 
SAT Subject Tests, and if so, pick the right tests 
to take.



SAT Subject Test Policies

Required Recommended Optional

~24 highly selective 

universities

~20 highly selective 

universities

~42 highly selective

universities

Harvard Davidson Washington University

CalTech Northwestern University of Chicago

Cornell Princeton Wesleyan

Brown Columbia Swarthmore

MIT UC Berkeley Johns Hopkins



• Goal schools may ask for specific tests

• Otherwise, look at Junior year coursework

• Decision: Class with an easy A, or a tough B?

Choosing the Right Subject Tests



8) Build a timeline that fits your child’s life.
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9) There are many different ways to prepare; 
find the one that’s right for your child.

• Prepare on your own

• Take a group course

• Work with a tutor



Your child can prepare on their own:

• The right choice for a small 
portion of students

• Diligence, commitment, 
time, motivation

• Least expensive option



Your child can take a group course:

• Many different options here

• Quality of the instructor and 
size of the class are both key

• Teach to the middle



Your child can work with a tutor:

• Most effective, biggest 
investment

• Great for high or low scorers, 
or students who have a 
packed schedule

• The tutor really matters!



10) You can make a huge impact on the 
process by learning to evaluate tutors, 

and learning how to oversee your 
child’s tutoring program.

What makes a great tutor?



Qualities of an amazing tutor:

• Empathy
• Mastery
• Experience
• Passion
• Growth Mindset



Manage the process!

Time + Effort = Growth



Ten Testing Takeaways

1. Identify college goals & 
needed scores

2. Determine current level
3. Plan for obstacles
4. Current levels and abilities 

can be improved
5. The SAT/ACT are different, 

but your child can study for 
these tests!

6. Focus on skills/critical thinking
and test strategy

7. Plan for SAT Subject Tests
8. Build the right testing timeline
9. Find the right prep option
10. Learn how to evaluate tutors 

and oversee prep



Laura Coash, Academic Advisor

914.243.1536 
laura.coash@revolutionprep.com

Contact

Questions?


